Vishinsky Blasts U.S. 'Warmongers'

Courts Martial Set Aside

NEW YORK, Dec. 22—(AP)—The war court martial session of five men was resumed today in the New York court, and Chief Justice James C. Deering was sworn in to preside. The five men were accused of being members of the American Communist Party and of assisting in the organization of the Party. They were charged with participating in the organization of the Party and of having been members of it. They were also charged with having been members of the Party and of having been members of the American Communist Party. They were also charged with having been members of the Party and of having been members of the American Communist Party. The trial lasted for several days and was heard by the court martial's ten-man panel. The court martial's ten-man panel was composed of three army officers, two navy officers, and five civilian members. The court martial's ten-man panel was composed of three army officers, two navy officers, and five civilian members. The court martial's ten-man panel was composed of three army officers, two navy officers, and five civilian members. The court martial's ten-man panel was composed of three army officers, two navy officers, and five civilian members. The court martial's ten-man panel was composed of three army officers, two navy officers, and five civilian members. The court martial's ten-man panel was composed of three army officers, two navy officers, and five civilian members.

Taft Wants Billion Dollar Plan

WASHINGTON, Dec. 22—(AP)—President Taft has submitted to Congress a billion-dollar plan for the reorganization of the country's defense system. The plan includes the establishment of a national defense council, the creation of a national defense force, and the expansion of existing military units. The plan also provides for the creation of a national defense council, which would be appointed by the president and would consist of representatives of the armed forces and of state governments. The council would be responsible for the development and implementation of the defense program. The plan also provides for the creation of a national defense force, which would consist of volunteers and would be under the control of the council. The council would be responsible for the training and deployment of the force.

Young Jews Stage Holdup, Street Battle

JERUSALEM, Dec. 22—(AP)—Young Jews, including members of the National Jewish Theater, staged a holdup and street battle in Jerusalem today. The holdup was staged in protest against the British government's policy of deporting Jews to the United States. The British government has been deporting Jews to the United States, and the Jews have been protesting against this policy. The British government has been deporting Jews to the United States, and the Jews have been protesting against this policy. The British government has been deporting Jews to the United States, and the Jews have been protesting against this policy. The British government has been deporting Jews to the United States, and the Jews have been protesting against this policy.

British Don't Want Palestine

LONDON, Dec. 22—(AP)—British officials have stated that the British government does not want to annex Palestine. The British government has been contemplating annexing Palestine, but the officials have stated that the government does not want to annex it. The British government has been contemplating annexing Palestine, but the officials have stated that the government does not want to annex it. The British government has been contemplating annexing Palestine, but the officials have stated that the government does not want to annex it. The British government has been contemplating annexing Palestine, but the officials have stated that the government does not want to annex it. The British government has been contemplating annexing Palestine, but the officials have stated that the government does not want to annex it.

History Repeals in Hawk-Javeline Game

Iowa City, Dec. 22—(AP)—The Iowa-Hawkeye football game was played today, and the Hawkeyes won by a score of 27 to 3. The game was played in front of a crowd of 27,000 spectators, and the Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche.

Bruins Come From Behind After Iowa Leads at Half

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 22—The UCLA Bruins came from behind to defeat the Iowa Hawkeyes by a score of 27 to 3. The game was played in front of a crowd of 27,000 spectators. The Iowa Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Iowa Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Iowa Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Iowa Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Iowa Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche.
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Welcome Hawks Home

Iowa City, Dec. 22—(AP)—The Iowa Hawkeyes returned home today after a successful trip to California. The Hawkeyes won a game against the UCLA Bruins by a score of 27 to 3. The game was played in front of a crowd of 27,000 spectators, and the Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche. The Hawkeyes were led by their star quarterback, Johnny Roche.
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EORGIA VS. NORTH CAROLINA

Half With Picture

Raisch fake pass predicted to Tunnell on the Iowa 38 in the second quarter.

The point and the Hawks on their own 43 with 9:30 left in the Iowa.

Shipkey.
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Smith and Kaisershot gained Smith cut back inside the Bruin nine minutes left in the game. Kaiser-a hoolboy s pockets: horns have Bobby Layne. A clear pass to Phillips ten on the Hawk 15. 28. Phillips plunged for a first down on the Bruin 5.

But tillie. He was tackled by Urbane.

Iowa picked up one and picked up his Chambers. 20. He was tackled by Earl Long, a grand slam for Alabam'.

Iowa returned the kick-off to the Iowa 34. Iowa is 31-30. The Hawkeye state and another 31-30. The H blew the Iowa 18. The H blew the Iowa 15.

Tennant over signals for an 8-0 lead and a 35-7 record. He was tackled by.

Mr. MiIke still has a few football diana over Nebraska, including a 20 pound per man weight advantage in the line. With the Huskers expected to carry the ball, it is one to watch.

A New Win, a New Start for the Hawkeye state and another win over Minn. over Wash. Wise, over Tenn. over Georgia Tech. The boys who have consented to let us print their weekly forecasts of what teams will win. And we have been simple dress rehearsals-with the spirit of the greatest.

Taking Time Out

Bruins Roll in 2nd Half Assault

Tunnell Paces Hawkeye First Half With Lone Touchdown

Hawks Discuss Strategy

Rose Bowl Illini Favored No. 2 Pitt

CHAMPSION, 21-0: Big Nine and Rose Bowl Champions Big Ten and No. 2 Pitt another last season, open to No. 7 Pitt football fans in the Rose Bowl, opens to this afternoon's Rose Bowl, opens to this afternoon's Rose Bowl.

Iowa State and Oklahoma State at Memorial Field.

Despite loss of Bobby Havlicek, Iowa State looks for a strong win with 9:30 left in the Iowa.

The Ball, with a tail-winded, head wind, we pulled out of the Big Ten, we pulled out of the Big Ten, we pulled out of the Big Ten.

EVANSVILLE, 21-0: Northwestern University gets its first new football coach, 30-0-0 in football handling, Northwestern University gets its first new football coach, 30-0-0 in football handling, Northwestern University gets its first new football coach, 30-0-0 in football handling, Northwestern University.

In the coming game of the season for Iowa State, the Iowa State, the Iowa State, the Iowa State, the Iowa State.

Buckeye's, Football Open With Missouri

COLOMBUS, Ohio (AP)-Big Nine and Rose Bowl Champions Big Ten and No. 2 Pitt another last season, open to No. 7 Pitt football fans in the Rose Bowl, opens to this afternoon's Rose Bowl.

The Ball, with a tail-winded, head wind, we pulled out of the Big Ten, we pulled out of the Big Ten, we pulled out of the Big Ten.

The boys who have consented to let us print their weekly forecasts of what teams will win. And we have been simple dress rehearsals-with the spirit of the greatest.

Army, Navy Picked in Opensports-

Tarheels, Rice, favored in Intramural Football Opens

Surprises Will Dominate Year

NEW YORK—Pushing the doughnut stuff could make a splendid gold medalist trail with the first form of a month that promises to be a mighty good one.

Texas over Oregon--Each team has a new coach and both teams are strong with no definite favorites.

Penn State over Illinois--Penn State has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Penn State over Illinois.

Air Force over Georgia Tech--Air Force has a good chance to take the football field in the Big Ten.

Navy over California--California is not a strong team and there is a good chance that it will be the Navy over California.

Virginia over Ohio State--Virginia has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Virginia over Ohio State.

Maryland over Michigan State--Maryland has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Maryland over Michigan State.

Army over Iowa State--Army has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Army over Iowa State.

Fighting Irish over Notre Dame--Fighting Irish has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Fighting Irish over Notre Dame.

Wisconsin over Michigan--Wisconsin has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Wisconsin over Michigan.

Notre Dame over Notre Dame--Notre Dame has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Notre Dame over Notre Dame.

Maryland over Michigan State--Maryland has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Maryland over Michigan State.

Virginia over Ohio State--Virginia has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Virginia over Ohio State.

Maryland over Michigan State--Maryland has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Maryland over Michigan State.

Virginia over Ohio State--Virginia has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Virginia over Ohio State.

Maryland over Michigan State--Maryland has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Maryland over Michigan State.

Virginia over Ohio State--Virginia has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Virginia over Ohio State.

Maryland over Michigan State--Maryland has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Maryland over Michigan State.

Virginia over Ohio State--Virginia has a new coach and there is a good chance that it will be the Virginia over Ohio State.
Hack came to the Cubs in 1932. Three-game here yesterday in the first of a Boston Tigers from competition for the place. The sixth by driving slatter Red Sox enabled the Yankees dizzy, make approximately 2 more a third place finish in the they won the best of the series opener, showing that regional.

The win kept the Dodgers are a good, sound game against the Phils ed with his base running, and As a result the Hawklets took their own league. They have in deep there his fifth, compared with Athletics, Nats own big park. toe of the first two World Series booming down.

The Dodgers are a good, sound pitching and generally take their own best of the series over on the Wilson 27-yard line. With Joe Hatten, another southpaw, the period was still young when but neither belongs quite in the top drawer. Virgil Troyer carried the pigskin opener, showing his fifth, or Braves pitching looks superior in five weeks Thursday night on the righthander, is able to take a 24.

They in an interim report Feb. 28, cut adrift two in an interim report Feb. 28, cut adrift two reJOined Aberson, and Adams deceased. It is so strong they might hang Hack. 37, who left the field in the first but Miller was out of the game and Red Sox pitcher for 16 years.

The commission said the Fine New York Boxing Club hacking down in an enforced money in the second period, the Red Sox pitcher for 16 years.

The only more of the second more in the second period, the Red Sox pitcher for 16 years.

The only more of the second more in the second period, the Red Sox pitcher for 16 years.

The only more of the second more in the second period, the Red Sox pitcher for 16 years.

The only more of the second more in the second period, the Red Sox pitcher for 16 years.

The only more of the second more in the second period, the Red Sox pitcher for 16 years.
Across the Town the Game Was the Thing
YWCA To Accept New Members At Tuesday Meeting

The YWCA will hold its first meeting of the year in the basement of the Evanston Public Library, at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, Sept. 18. Mrs. Jane W. Anderson will preside. Mrs. Robert R. Brown will read Miss Laura A. Smith's resignation as secretary because of illness. Mrs. Robert Ray, former secretary, will be elected to fill the unexpired term.
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Can We Understand Russia?

In an attempt to understand Russia, it would be necessary to consider different viewpoints. For this we have considered different approaches to the nature of our relations with Russia, how we have pursued different policies, and whether we have been able to satisfy Russia and others more friendly.

Fedchenko, who has been in Russia, considers it necessary to embrace a position favorable to our survival in the coming world. He states that the Soviet Union has always been a victim of the West's desire to dominate it. He suggests that the Soviet Union is now ready to collaborate with the West in the interests of peaceful coexistence. But he says that the Soviet Union still wants to retain its identity and its independence. He warns against the dangers of a new cold war.
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CIO, AFL Ask More Production As Wholesale Prices Show Gains

Unions Demand End To Spiraling Prices

Price Gains Prompt Demand for Controls

By J. H. Roberts

The Daily Iowan

British Palestine Withdrawal No Surprise

By J. M. Roberts, Jr.

Advocate of Settlement of Palestine

The British have been requested to withdraw from Palestine. The British government has expressed its intentions to withdraw within the next few months. The British have announced that they will not be able to continue to maintain the British mandate in Palestine.

The British government has stated that it will not be able to continue to maintain the British mandate in Palestine. The United States government has expressed its support for the withdrawal of the British forces from Palestine.

The British government has stated that it will not be able to continue to maintain the British mandate in Palestine. The United States government has expressed its support for the withdrawal of the British forces from Palestine. The British government has stated that it will not be able to continue to maintain the British mandate in Palestine.
Iowa City Food Prices Climb

Costs Rise
In 10 of 24 Basic Items

The average student family of the University of Iowa should expect to pay more for a market basket of food this fall than it was two years ago, according to a recent survey conducted in Iowa City this week. The survey showed that food prices in 10 of the 24 basic items were higher by 10 per cent or more over the same period. The rise in food prices is due to the increased cost of food, which is in turn due to the higher prices of food products. The survey also showed that the cost of food is rising faster than the cost of living, which is rising at a rate of about 5 per cent per year. The survey, conducted by the University of Iowa, is the first of its kind to be conducted in Iowa City and is expected to be of interest to students, parents, and the general public.

South America Next for the Schanzers

A Riverside couple and their 18-month-old daughter have left Iowa City for a three-month tour of South America. The Schanzers, who are traveling with a group of other families, plan to spend most of their time in Argentina and Brazil. They hope to see as much of the continent as possible and to experience the local culture and traditions. The Schanzers are looking forward to their trip and are excited about the opportunity to learn more about the people and places they will visit.

Residents Mean As—Birds Rule Root

The old University news agency survey conducted with 100 students showed that the University of Iowa is not popular with the students. The survey showed that the University is not well received by the students, who feel that the University is not doing enough for them. The survey also showed that the University is not well respected by the students, who feel that the University is not doing enough for them.

The Kodak "35"s Are at Louis’ Drug Store Again

A New Shipment of "35"s Has Just Arrived

The "35" film has been produced for a number of years by the Kodak Corporation. It is a high-speed film that is widely used in still photography. The new shipment of "35" film arrived at Louis’ Drug Store, located at 1514 E. College Ave., and is now available for purchase. The film is priced at $1.95 per roll, and is available in a variety of speeds. The film is used primarily in still photography, and is especially popular among photographers who prefer to use a smaller film format. The film is also used in motion picture production, and is available in a variety of speeds and formats. The film is produced by the Kodak Corporation, and is distributed worldwide. It is a high-quality film that is widely used in still photography. The new shipment of "35" film arrived at Louis’ Drug Store, located at 1514 E. College Ave., and is now available for purchase. The film is priced at $1.95 per roll, and is available in a variety of speeds. The film is used primarily in still photography, and is especially popular among photographers who prefer to use a smaller film format. The film is also used in motion picture production, and is available in a variety of speeds and formats. The film is produced by the Kodak Corporation, and is distributed worldwide. It is a high-quality film that is widely used in still photography.